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Glossary
ACEM

The Motorcycle Industry in Europe

AMVIR

Association of Motor Vehicles Importers Representatives (Greece) - Σύνδεσμος Εισαγωγέων
Αντιπροσώπων Αυτοκινήτων

ANCMA

Associazione Nazionale Ciclo Motociclo Accessori (Italy)

BASt

The Federal Highway Research Institute (Germany) - Bundesanstalt für Straßenwesen

BMF

British Motorcyclists Federation (United Kingdom)

BU

Biker Union (Germany)

BVDM

Bundesverband der Motorradfahrer (Germany)

C2I

Car-to-Infrastructure

C2PTW

Car-to-PTW

CADaS

Common Accident Data Set

CARE

Community database on road accidents resulting in death or injury

DG MOVE

Directorate-General for Mobility and Transport

EC

European Commission

EMF

European Motorcyclists Forum

ERF

European Road Federation

ERSO

The European Road Safety Observatory

ETSC

European Transport Safety Council

EU

European Union

FEBIAC

Fédération Belge de l'Automobile & du Cycle (Belgium)

FEMA

Federation of European Motorcyclist's Associations

FERSI

Forum of European Road Safety Research Institutes

FESTA

Field operational test support action (research project)

FFMC

Fédération Française des Motards en Colère (France)

FMI

Federazione Motociclistica Italiana (Italy)

GDV

The German Insurance
Versicherungswirtschaft

GIDAS

German In Depth Accident Study

H2020

Horizon 2020

HMI

Human Machine Interfaces

IFSTTAR

The French institute of science and technology for transport, development and networks (France) Institut français des sciences et technologies des transports, de l'aménagement et des réseaux

IFZ

Institut für Zweiradsicherheit (Germany)

iGLAD

Initiative for the global harmonisation of accident data

IRF

International Road Federation

ITF

International Transport Forum

ITS

Intelligent Transport System

IVM

The German Motorcycle Industry Association (Germany) - Industrie-Verband Motorrad

MAG Belgium

Motorcycle Action Group (Belgium)
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(Germany)

-

Gesamtverband

der

Deutschen

MAG Ireland

Motorcyclists Action Group (Ireland)

MAG NL

Motorrijders Actie Groep (the Netherlands)

MCTC

MC Touring Club (Denmark)

NMCU

The Norwegian Motorcycle Union (Norway) - Norsk Motorcykkel Union

OECD

Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development

PROS

Priorities for Road Safety Research in Europe (research project)

PTW

Powered two-wheelers

SMC

Sveriges MotorCyklister (Sweden)

SWOV

Institute for Road Safety Research (the Netherlands) - Stichting Wetenschappelijk Onderzoek
Verkeersveiligheid

Trafficpol

Traffic Police Department (Bulgaria)

TRAFI

Finnish Transport Safety Agency (Finland) - Liikenteen turvallisuusvirasto

UDRIVE

European Naturalistic Driving Study (research project)
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Executive Summary
This deliverable reports on the work performed during the project and the main outcomes of
the activities undertaken in relation to PTW safety research work. It focuses mainly on:
 Compiling an overview of EU research work related to PTW safety
 Identifying major research gaps that would require a focus in coming years
Research needs are so acute that what is needed is a strategic approach to PTW safety
research. Without such a strategic plan, there is a high risk that public money will be spent on
already investigated areas, while overlooking critical fundamental aspects or other specific
research needs.
To this end, the project conducted a review of existing EU research projects looking into
motorcycle safety (Annex 21) and found out that of the 153 projects listed on the ERSO
website (last consulted 18/04/15), only 25 relate to PTW safety, of which ¾ date back to 2007
- 2012. The main project conclusions back the need to gain additional and better data on PTW
accidents and mobility patterns, as it has been shown that the travel patterns of motorcycle
riders, with respect to rider age, differ greatly from those of other road users.

The project then worked at identifying priority areas for EU action according to the different
stakeholders. This feedback collection took several forms:
a literature review of the main policy documents: Annex 14
a questionnaire (Amplifying Questions) designed to survey the different categories of
stakeholders directly involved into the policy making (Member States, the European
Union, the Motorcycling Community representatives, EU stakeholders). Answers to
the questionnaire were collected via phone interviews, written answers or face-to-face
meetings and are summarised in Annex 4/ annex 5/ annex 6/ annex 7;
input from project workshops: Annex 11, annex 12 and annex 13

Based on the interviews held with Member State experts, motorcycling community
representatives and EU stakeholders, the project was able to list the key safety research gaps
that would require dedicated focus in order to improve PTW safety.
Views listed in this report come from:
 Member States’ National Authorities:
Bulgaria: Trafficpol
Finland: TRAFI
France: Délégation à la sécurité et à la circulation routières (DSCR)
Ireland: National Roads Authority
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Latvia: Road Traffic Safety Directorate
Luxembourg: Ministère du Développement durable et des Infrastructures
Netherlands: Department of Road Safety, Ministry of Infrastructure and
Environment
Norway: Norwegian Public Roads Administration
Slovenia: Slovenian Traffic Safety Agency
Spain: Directorate General for Traffic (DGT), Ministry of Interior
UK: Road User Licensing, Insurance and Safety
 Research community
Austria: KFV (Austrian Road Safety Board); Senior Engineer at Austrian Institute
of Technology
Belgium: BIVV-IBSR
Czech Republic: Transport Research Centre
France: IFSTTAR
Germany: Federal Highway Research Institute (BASt)
Greece: National Technical University of Athens
Italy: Centre for Transport and Logistics
Netherlands: SWOV Institute for Road Safety Research
Sweden: Folksam, Road Safety Research department
 EU stakeholders: iGLAD, BAST, FERSI, ACEM
 Motorcycling Community (Industry/users)
Belgium: FEBIAC; MAG Belgium
Denmark: MCTC
France: FFMC
Germany: BMW; IVM; IFZ; BU; BVDM
Greece: AMVIR
Ireland: MAG Ireland
Italy: ANCMA; Ducati; FMI
Luxembourg: LMI
Netherlands: Kawasaki; Yamaha; MAG NL
Norway: NMCU
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Sweden: SMC
UK: BMF
In an attempt to identify the gaps in research work, the project team structured the EU
research project around the motorcycle accident sequential approach differentiating between
pre-/post-crash activities, active/passive work, and user/infrastructure/vehicle/system focuses.
This approach highlights the lack of focus on PTW safety critical events, the relationship
between vehicle/users/infrastructure, and the related measures needed.
Finally, as part of the process of examining research needs, the project organized 3 forums
and discussed the deliverable outcomes with pan-EU stakeholders.
The project Deliverable 5 on Research provides the following outcomes:
A summary of EU research work and main conclusions for the past decade (Annex 21)
Need for motorcycle research at national and European level
A summary of Recommendations for Action gathered from PTW safety policy
priorities main references (Annex 14), Amplifying Questions Member States (Annex
4), Motorcycling Community (Annex 5), EU Stakeholders (Annex 6), EMF2015
discussions (Annex 13).

Based on these inputs and a comprehensive review of needs, the project team identified a List
of recommendations and priority actions for European and national levels, summarized in the
report on Needs for Policy Action.
The project report was reviewed by Deliverable 5 Reference Expert Pierre van Elslande from
IFSTTAR for the latest comments.
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1. Introduction
Powered two-wheelers (PTWs) are a
popular form of transport providing
mobility to millions of people worldwide.
However, unlike other forms of motorised
transport, PTW users, like cyclists, remain
more vulnerable due to the intrinsic
characteristics of the vehicle.
Over the past decade, collision records
highlighted a substantial decrease in PTW
Number of PTWs on the road (Source: OECD/ITF report
on motorcycle safety, 2015 – to be published)
casualties (motorcycles and mopeds). This
decrease, albeit less pronounced than for other
means of transport, is taking place against a
substantial increase in the number of PTWs on
the roads.
In 2008, the first international workshop on PTW
safety1 concluded that
Counter-measures need to be based on
scientific research into driver and rider
behaviour and before-and-after evaluations should
be conducted.

PTW casualties in Europe (Source:
OECD/ITF report on motorcycle safety, 2015 – to be
published)

Where proposed counter-measures are not based on objective research, but are supported
by all stakeholders, policy makers should test and evaluate the proposal in a pilot scheme
Enhanced awareness of motorcycles should be incorporated into the development of all
vehicle ITS projects.

1

http://www.internationaltransportforum.org/jtrc/safety/Lillehammer2008/lillehammer08.html
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Where do we go from now?
As the need to increase PTW research activities is now recognized among the road safety
community, the RIDERSCAN project focused on:
 Compiling an overview of EU research work related to PTW safety
 Identifying major research gaps that would require a focus in coming years

2. Project activities and work overview
2.1. EU Research main outcomes (Annex 21)
This section compiles a selection of relevant extracts from EU-financed research projects in
relation with research needs. These projects are available on the ERSO website (latest
consulted on 15/03/2015).
The comprehensive list of selected extracts is available in Annex 21.
Statistics show that PTW users are increasingly “over-represented” in fatal crashes.
The main cause of accidents with PTWs is the failure of other drivers to perceive
them, but their own errors are also a contributing factor in many crashes. To learn
more about why accidents happen, investigations in the natural surround of the driver
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– called Naturalistic Driving Studies – are conducted. These studies thus do not have
an experimental approach but try to collect descriptive mass data concerning common
driving behaviour. Naturalistic Driving Studies are an important part of driver-based
data. Naturalistic Driving Studies generate a huge amount of raw data concerning the
behaviour of motorcycle and moped drivers. Science will be given a unique and
extremely valuable database. Certainly, creating such a database is not an end in itself.
Scientists aim at gaining a deeper understanding of PTW riders' behaviour in able to
develop a new generation of safety measures. (2-BE-SAFE)
From research into learning to ride a moped/motorcycle, there is no clear answer to
such obvious questions as
o What should a learner rider learn as a minimum to be able to safely ride a
moped/motorcycle?
o How can this be learned effectively and efficiently, in how much time and in
which sequence?
o In what way is learning to ride a moped different from learning to ride a
motorcycle or is learning to ride a low performance motorcycle different from
learning to ride a high performance one?
In fact there is little evidence that moped/motorcycle training programs contribute to
the safety of the riders. For that reason there is a need to do more and better research
into the training of moped riders and motorcyclists. However, there is no doubt that
riding a moped /motorcycle safely requires both theoretical and practical training. The
development of new simulation techniques offers new opportunities for training
programs. (PROMISING)
Data collection and research are not safety measures by themselves, but serve to study
the need for and the effects of such measures. In the case of mopeds and motorcycles
there is a strong need for more reliable data and more and better research.
(PROMISING)

2.2. Overview of EU Research work related to PTW safety (Annex 21)
The RIDERSCAN project conducted a review of EU research projects looking into
motorcycle safety (see next page).
Of the 153 projects listed on the ERSO website (last consulted 18/04/15), only 25 projects
relate to PTW safety, of which ¾ date back to 2007 - 2012. Currently, the only dedicated
project, SAFERWHEELS, has just started and will be investigating in-depth accident data.
UDRIVE is expected to provide some naturalistic information, while VRUITS will propose
an assessment of ITS for PTWs based on the FESTA methodology designed for cars.
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2.3. Projects Overview2
Project/website

Full name of the project

ongoing

SAFERWHEEL

Study on Accident Causation for traffic accidents involving
PTWs and bicycles in the EU

MOTORIST

MOTOrcycle Rider Integrated SafeTy

VRUITS

Improving the Safety and Mobility of Vulnerable Road Users
Through ITS Applications

MOSAFIM

Motorcyclists road safety improvement through better
performance of the protective equipment and first aid devices

http://ec.europa.eu/transport/ro
ad_safety/pdf/projects/mosafim
.pdf

D6, D7, D8

WHITEROADS

White spots in the Trans-European road network: a positive
approach to road safety

http://ec.europa.eu/transport/ro
ad_safety/pdf/projects/whiteroa
ds.pdf

D3

Data Collection, Transfer & Analysis

http://ec.europa.eu/transport/ro
ad_safety/pdf/projects/dacota.p
df

D1, D2, D3, D6,
D7, D8,

D7

D3

31/02/2018
ongoing

30/09/2013

31/10/2012

30/06/2012

2

DaCoTA

Official description

Related Project
Deliverables

Ending date

D2
http://cordis.europa.eu/project/r
cn/111466_en.html

D2, D6

30/06/2012

ROSYPE

ROadSafety for Young People in Europe

http://ec.europa.eu/transport/ro
ad_safety/pdf/projects/rosype.p
df

31/05/2012

PILOT4SAFET
Y

Pilot project for common EU Curriculum for Road Safety
experts: training and application on Secondary Roads

http://ec.europa.eu/transport/ro
ad_safety/pdf/projects/pilot4saf
ety.pdf

http://ec.europa.eu/transport/road_safety/specialist/projects/sorted-by-keywords/index_en.htm#0801262487ec0540 (last consulted 15/03/2015)
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D1, D6

1/12/2011

Smart RRS

Innovative Concepts for smart road restraint systems to
provide greater safety for vulnerable road users

http://ec.europa.eu/transport/ro
ad_safety/pdf/projects/smart_rr
s.pdf

D2, D3

1/09/2011

2-BE-SAFE

2-Wheeler Behaviour and Safety

http://ec.europa.eu/transport/ro
ad_safety/pdf/projects/2-besafe.pdf

D1, D2, D3, D4,
D5, D6, D7, D8,
D9

31/03/2011

ROSA

Dissemination of European handbook on best-practice related
to two-wheeled motor vehicles' safety

http://ec.europa.eu/transport/ro
ad_safety/pdf/projects/rosa.pdf

D1, D3, D6, D7,
D8

Social Attitudes to Road Traffic Risks in Europe

http://ec.europa.eu/transport/ro
ad_safety/pdf/projects/sartre.pd
f

D2, D6 D7, D8,
D9

European Safer Urban Motorcycling

http://ec.europa.eu/transport/ro
ad_safety/pdf/projects/esum.pd
f

D2, D7, D8

Motorcycle and Motorcyclist Safety

http://ec.europa.eu/transport/ro
ad_safety/pdf/projects/mymosa
.pdf
D2, D3

1991 - 2010

30/11/2010

30/09/2010

SARTRE 1-4

eSum

MYMOSA

1/12/2009

APROSYS

Advanced Protection Systems

http://ec.europa.eu/transport/ro
ad_safety/pdf/projects/aprosys.
pdf

30/11/2009

PISA

Powered Two Wheeler Integrated Safety

http://ec.europa.eu/transport/ro
ad_safety/pdf/projects/pisa.pdf

D2

31/01/2009

CAST

Campaigns and Awareness-raising Strategies in Traffic Safety

http://ec.europa.eu/transport/ro
ad_safety/pdf/projects/cast.pdf

D7

SAFERIDER

Advanced Telematics for enhancing the safety and comfort of
motorcycle riders

http://ec.europa.eu/transport/ro
ad_safety/pdf/projects/saferider
.pdf

D6

1/12/2010
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Safety In Motion

http://ec.europa.eu/transport/ro
ad_safety/pdf/projects/sim.pdf

D1, D2, D6

SafetyNet

http://ec.europa.eu/transport/ro
ad_safety/pdf/projects/safetyne
t.pdf

D1, D2, D3

TRACE

Traffic Accident Causation in Europe

http://ec.europa.eu/transport/ro
ad_safety/pdf/projects/trace.pd
f

D2, D6

1/06/2007

SUPREME

Summary and publication of best Practices in Road safety in
the Eu Member States

http://ec.europa.eu/transport/ro
ad_safety/pdf/projects/supreme
.pdf

D1, D2, D3, D4,
D6, D7, D8

30/04/2007

IRT

Initial Rider Training

http://ec.europa.eu/transport/ro
ad_safety/pdf/projects/irt.pdf

30/04/2007

IRT

Initial Rider Training

http://ec.europa.eu/transport/ro
ad_safety/pdf/projects/irt.pdf

D1

1/12/2005

RISER

Roadside Infrastructure for Safer European Roads

http://ec.europa.eu/transport/ro
ad_safety/pdf/projects/riser.pdf

D3

1/12/2005

SUNFLOWER+
6

A comparative study of the development of road safety in 9
European countries

http://ec.europa.eu/transport/ro
ad_safety/pdf/projects/sunflow
er_6.pdf

D1, D2, D3, D9

1/01/2001

PROMISING

Promotion of mobility and safety of vulnerable road users

http://ec.europa.eu/transport/ro
ad_safety/pdf/projects/promisi
ng.pdf

D1, D2, D3, D5,
D6, D8, D9

31/10/2009

TRAIN-ALL

Integrated System for driver TRaining and Assessment using
Interactive education tools and New training curricula for
ALL modes of road transport

http://ec.europa.eu/transport/ro
ad_safety/pdf/projects/trainall.pdf

D1

31/08/2009

1/12/2008

30/06/2008

SIM

SAFETYNET
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31/12/2008

WATCH-OVER

Vehicle-to-Vulnerable roAd user cooperaTive communication
and sensing teCHnologies to imprOVE transpoRt safety

http://ec.europa.eu/transport/ro
ad_safety/pdf/projects/watchover.pdf

D4, D6

1/12/2003

EURORAP I
and II

Road Assessment Programme

http://ec.europa.eu/transport/ro
ad_safety/pdf/projects/eurorap.
pdf

D3

1/03/2003

TRAINER

System for driver Training and Assessment using Interactive
Evaluation tools and Reliable Methodologies

http://ec.europa.eu/transport/ro
ad_safety/pdf/projects/trainer.p
df

D1

1/12/2002

MAIDS

Motorcycle Accidents In Depth Study

http://ec.europa.eu/transport/ro
ad_safety/pdf/projects/maids.p
df

D1, D2, D3

31/12/1998

STAIRS

Standardisation of Accident and Injury Registration Systems

http://ec.europa.eu/transport/ro
ad_safety/pdf/projects/stairs.pd
f

D2
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Project outcomes related to D1: Training, testing and licensing
Project/website

Ending date

MOTORIST

31/02/2018

2-BE-SAFE

1/09/2011

Final report

Relevant Deliverables


http://www.2besafe.eu/site 
s/default/files/deliverables/
2BES_D35_FinalReport.p
df

WP1 outcomes
D3.1 Social, cognitive
and behavioural
differences of PTW
riders with reference to
their attitudes towards
risk and safety



D3.2 Risk Perception,
its contextual
parameters, and its
influence on PTW
rider choices and
riding behaviour



Powered Two Wheeler
report (ERSO)

DaCoTA

30/06/2012

http://www.dacotaproject.eu/Deliverables/Da
CoTA_Final_Report.pdf

ROSA

31/03/2011

http://ec.europa.eu/transpo 
rt/road_safety/pdf/projects/
rosa_handbook_en.pdf



European Handbook
on Good Practices in
Safety for
Motorcyclists Epigraph: HUMAN
FACTOR –
European Handbook
on Good Practices in
Safety for
Motorcyclists Epigraph: TRAINING
-

SARTRE 1-4

1991-2010

http://www.attitudes
roadsafety.eu/index.php?eI
D=tx_nawsecuredl&u=0&
file=fileadmin/Results/SA
RTRE%203%20results/S3
_reports/Part%201_Report
%20on%20principal%20re
sults.pdf&t=1426947005&
hash=37ce58463fddcf2325
3e64977ec9e93f

Sartre 4 - European
road users’ risk
perception and
mobility

TRAIN-ALL

31/10/2009

http://www.transport
research.info/Upload/Docu
ments/201208/20120814_
161813_84170_TRAIN%2

D1.2 Training Needs,
Scenario and Curricula
Definition and
Specification of Tools
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0ALL%20D8.3%20%20FINAL%20REPORT
%20COMPLETE_v3_060
910.pdf

and Curricula


D1.1 Benchmarking
and classification of
CBT tools for driver
training



D5.3 Impact analysis
and towards an
integrated training
curriculum



In-depth Accident
analysis

SIM

31/08/2009

SAFETYNET

1/12/2008

http://erso.swov.nl/knowle 
dge/Fixed/45_PoweredTw
oWheelers/powered%20tw
o%20wheelers.pdf

SUPREME

1/06/2007



IRT

30/04/2007

http://www.initialridertrain 
ing.eu/docs/2007_IRTFina
lReport.pdf



Learning, Testing and
Licensing

Best Practices
Handbook
The Initial Rider
Training Manual
e-Coaching evaluation
report
Hazard perception,
attitudes and behaviour
in riding

SUNFLOWER+
6

1/12/2005

http://www.20splentyforus 
.co.uk/UsefulReports/SUN
flower%2B6_Final_Report
.pdf

TRAINER

1/03/2003



Del. 1 Survey of
existing training
methodologies and
driving instructors’
needs



Del.2.1 Inventory of
driver training needs
and major gaps in the
relevant training
procedures



MAIDS & Initial Rider
Training

MAIDS

1/12/2002

Final report :
http://www.femaonline.eu/riderscan/IMG/p
df/maids2-2.pdf
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Final report (Pp.343,
344)

PROMISING



http://www.transport
research.info/Upload/Docu
ments/200310/promisingre
p.pdf

1/01/2001

Deliverable 3

Project outcomes related to D2: Data collection & statistics
Project/website

2-BE-SAFE

Ending date
1/09/2011

Final report

Relevant Deliverables

http://www.2besafe.eu/sites/d 
efault/files/deliverables/2BES
_D35_FinalReport.pdf


APROSYS

1/12/2009

http://www.transport
research.info/Upload/Docume
nts/201203/20120313_14322
3_50861_Final%20APROSY
S%20Report.pdf

DaCoTA

30/06/2012

http://www.dacotaproject.eu/Deliverables/DaCo
TA_Final_Report.pdf

eSum

30/11/2010

-



Powered Two Wheeler
report (ERSO)



MAIDS data on urban
accidents



Diagnosis of urban
motorcycling safety



Final report :
http://www.femaonline.eu/riderscan/IM
G/pdf/maids2-2.pdf



D02 - PISa - FINAL Powered two wheeler
Integrated Safety
Review of current
PTW accident data04072007.pdf

PISA

30/11/2009

-

PROMISING

1/01/2001

http://www.transport
research.info/Upload/Docume
nts/200310/promisingrep.pdf
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Motorcyclists:
Accident National
Data

Motorcycle & Mopeds
(Basic Fact Sheet
2012)

1/12/2002

ongoing

1.3 Weather conditions
and road safety for
PTWs



MAIDS

SAFERWHEEL

1.1 Rider/Driver
behaviours and Road
safety for PTW

Deliverable 3

SAFETYNET

1/12/2008

SARTRE 1-4

http://erso.swov.nl/knowledg 
e/Fixed/45_PoweredTwoWhe
elers/powered%20two%20wh 
eelers.pdf


Safety of PTWs

http://www.attitudes
roadsafety.eu/index.php?eID
=tx_nawsecuredl&u=0&file=
fileadmin/Results/SARTRE% 
203%20results/S3_reports/Pa
rt%201_Report%20on%20pri
ncipal%20results.pdf&t=1426
947005&hash=37ce58463fdd
cf23253e64977ec9e93f

SARTRE 3 Principal
results (p.249)

Accident
characteristics
In-depth studies

Sartre 4 - European
road users’ risk
perception and
mobility

SIM

31/08/2009



In-depth Accident
analysis

Smart RRS

1/12/2011



D.2.1a – Report on
revision of regulation
UNE135900

STAIRS

31/12/1998



Article

SUNFLOWER+
6

1/12/2005



Final report (pp.307,
323 on)

TRACE

30/06/2008



D1.3. Road Users and
Accident Causation Part 3: summary report



D1.1 Road users and
accident causation Overview and General
Statistics



D1.2 Road users and
accident causation - indepth analysis



D2.1 Accident
causation and preaccidental driving
situations.Part 1.
Overview and general
statistics



D2.2. Accident
causation and preaccidental driving
situations Part2 In-

http://www.20splentyforus.co
.uk/UsefulReports/SUNflowe
r%2B6_Final_Report.pdf
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depth analysis

VRUITS



ongoing



D2.3. Accident
causation and preaccidental driving
situations - Summary
report



Deliverable 2.1
Technology potential
of ITS addressing the
needs of Vulnerable
Road Users (not
published)

Project outcomes related to D3: Infrastructure
Project/website

Ending
date

Final report

Relevant Deliverables

2-BE-SAFE

1/09/2011

http://www.2besafe.eu/sites
/default/files/deliverables/2
BES_D35_FinalReport.pdf



1.2 Road Infrastructure
and Road Safety for
PTWS

APROSYS

1/12/2009

http://www.transportresearch.info/Upload/Docu
ments/201203/20120313_1
43223_50861_Final%20AP
ROSYS%20Report.pdf



Final report for the work
on 'Motorcyclist
Accidents'

DaCoTA

30/06/2012

http://www.dacotaproject.eu/Deliverables/Da
CoTA_Final_Report.pdf



Roads report

-



Road Safety Toolkit



New Curriculum for Road
Safety Experts



Safety Prevention Manual

EURORAP I
and II

?

MAIDS

1/12/2002

Final report :
http://www.femaonline.eu/riderscan/IMG/pd
f/maids2-2.pdf

PILOT4SAFE
TY

31/05/2012 -
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for secondary road


PROMISING

1/01/2001

http://www.transportresearch.info/Upload/Docu
ments/200310/promisingrep
.pdf

RISER

1/12/2005



ROSA

31/03/2011

http://ec.europa.eu/transport
/road_safety/pdf/projects/ro
sa_handbook_en.pdf



European Handbook on
Good Practices in Safety
for Motorcyclists Epigraph:
INFRASTRUCTURE -

SAFETYNET

1/12/2008

http://erso.swov.nl/knowled
ge/Fixed/45_PoweredTwo
Wheelers/powered%20two
%20wheelers.pdf



Guardrails

Smart RRS

1/12/2011



D1.3 - Main findings of
the State of the Art



D.2.1a – Report on
revision of regulation
UNE135900



D.2.1b – Report on
revision of regulation
EQUS9910208C



D.2.2 – REPORT ON
REVISION OF STATE
OF THE ART ON ROAD
RESTRAINT SYSTEMS

Deliverable 3

https://dspace.lboro.ac.uk/dspacejspui/bitstream/2134/14367/3/PUB503%20Riser%20%20roadside%20infrastructure.pdf

SUNFLOWER
+6

1/12/2005

http://www.20splentyforus.
co.uk/UsefulReports/SUNfl
ower%2B6_Final_Report.p
df



Final report (p.344)

WHITEROAD
S

31/10/2012

http://www.whiteroads.eu/i
mages/Final_conference/D0
.3_Final_Report_3VERSIO
N.pdf



Comparative checklist for
determining the
characterists of
WhiteRoads in the TEN-T
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Project outcomes related to D4: Accident reporting
Project/website

Ending date

2-BE-SAFE

1/09/2011

http://www.2besafe.eu/sites/d 
efault/files/deliverables/2BES
_D35_FinalReport.pdf

SUPREME

1/06/2007



Best Practices
Handbook

WATCH-OVER

31/12/2008



D2.1 Requirements
and Use Cases (pp. 33
on)



Final Report not for public

Relevant Deliverables
6.4 Guidelines, policy
recommendations and
further research
priorities

Project outcomes related to D5: Research
Project/website

Ending date

2-BE-SAFE

1/09/2011

SARTRE 1-4

PROMISING



Final report

1/01/2001

Final report

Relevant Deliverables

http://www.2besafe.eu/sites/d 
efault/files/deliverables/2BES
_D35_FinalReport.pdf

6.4 Guidelines, policy
recommendations and
further research
priorities

http://www.attitudes
roadsafety.eu/index.php?eID
=tx_nawsecuredl&u=0&file=
fileadmin/Results/SARTRE%
203%20results/S3_reports/Pa
rt%201_Report%20on%20pri
ncipal%20results.pdf&t=1426
947005&hash=37ce58463fdd
cf23253e64977ec9e93f

Sartre 4 - European
road users’ risk
perception and
mobility

http://www.transport
research.info/Upload/Docume
nts/200310/promisingrep.pdf

Deliverable 3

Project outcomes related to D6: Traffic management & ITS
Project/website

2-BE-SAFE

Ending date
1/09/2011

Final report

Relevant Deliverables

http://www.2besafe.eu/sites/d 
efault/files/deliverables/2BES
_D35_FinalReport.pdf
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D3.1 Social, cognitive
and behavioural
differences of PTW
riders with reference to
their attitudes towards
risk and safety
3.3 Relationships

between rider profiles
and acceptance of
Advanced Rider
Assistance Systems
DaCoTA

PROMISING

ROSA

SAFERIDER
SARTRE 1-4

30/06/2012

1/01/2001

31/03/2011

http://www.dacotaproject.eu/Deliverables/DaCo
TA_Final_Report.pdf



Vehicle safety report



Powered Two Wheeler
report (ERSO)

http://www.swov.nl/rapport/d
-2001-03.pdf



Vehicle safety report



Powered Two Wheeler
report (ERSO)



Accident Causation
Models



eSafety report



European Handbook
on Good Practices in
Safety for
Motorcyclists Epigraph:
MOTORCYCLISTS
EQUIPMENT –



European Handbook
on Good Practices in
Safety for
Motorcyclists Epigraph: HUMAN
FACTOR –



European Handbook
on Good Practices in
Safety for
Motorcyclists Epigraph: VEHICLE –



Benchmarking
Database

http://ec.europa.eu/transport/r
oad_safety/pdf/projects/rosa_
handbook_en.pdf

1/12/2010

http://www.attitudes
roadsafety.eu/index.php?eID
=tx_nawsecuredl&u=0&file=
fileadmin/Results/SARTRE%
203%20results/S3_reports/Pa
rt%201_Report%20on%20pri
ncipal%20results.pdf&t=1426
947005&hash=37ce58463fdd
cf23253e64977ec9e93f
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Sartre 4 - European
road users’ risk
perception and
mobility

SIM

31/08/2009



In-depth Accident
analysis

SUPREME

1/06/2007



Best Practices
Handbook

TRACE

30/06/2008



Deliverable D4.1.1 –
D6.2 Review of crash
effectiveness of
Intelligent Transport
Systems



D4.1.3 A-priori
evaluation of safety
functions effectiveness
-Methodologies



D5.1 Analyzing
'human functional
failures' in road
accidents



D6.1 Common
database of existing
safety functions (incl.
Pictures)



Deliverable 2.1
Technology potential
of ITS addressing the
needs of Vulnerable
Road Users (to be
published)



D2.1 Requirements
and Use Cases (pp. 33
on)



Relevant Deliverables

http://www.2besafe.eu/sites/d 
efault/files/deliverables/2BES
_D35_FinalReport.pdf

3.1 Social, cognitive
and behavioural
differences of PTW
riders with reference to
their attitudes towards
risk and safety



5.1 Interaction
processes of
motorcycle riders with

VRUITS

WATCH-OVER



ongoing

31/12/2008

Final Report not for public

Project outcomes related to D7: Awareness campaigns
Project/website

2-BE-SAFE

Ending date
1/09/2011

Final report
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other road users
CAST

31/01/2009

DaCoTA

30/06/2012

http://www.dacotaproject.eu/Deliverables/DaCo
TA_Final_Report.pdf



Cast Manual



Driver distraction
report



Cellphone Use while
driving report



Powered Two Wheeler
report (ERSO)

eSum

30/11/2010

-



Potential impacts for
improving PTW safety

ROSA

31/03/2011

http://ec.europa.eu/transport/r
oad_safety/pdf/projects/rosa_
handbook_en.pdf



European Handbook
on Good Practices in
Safety for
Motorcyclists Epigraph:
MOTORCYCLISTS
EQUIPMENT –



European Handbook
on Good Practices in
Safety for
Motorcyclists Epigraph: HUMAN
FACTOR –



European Handbook
on Good Practices in
Safety for
Motorcyclists Epigraph: TRAINING
-



http://rosype.michelin.
eu/listeEvenements.ph
p?lang=en

ROSYPE

SARTRE 1-4

30/06/2012

-

http://www.attitudes
roadsafety.eu/index.php?eID
=tx_nawsecuredl&u=0&file=
fileadmin/Results/SARTRE%
203%20results/S3_reports/Pa
rt%201_Report%20on%20pri
ncipal%20results.pdf&t=1426
947005&hash=37ce58463fdd
cf23253e64977ec9e93f
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Sartre 4 - European
road users’ risk
perception and
mobility

SUPREME





1/06/2007

Best Practices
Handbook

Project outcomes related to D8: National strategies
Project/website

Ending date

2-BE-SAFE

1/09/2011

Final report

Relevant Deliverables


5.1 Interaction
processes of
motorcycle riders with
other road users



6.4 Guidelines, policy
recommendations and
further research
priorities

http://www.transport
research.info/Upload/Docume
nts/201203/20120313_14322
3_50861_Final%20APROSY
S%20Report.pdf

Final report for the
work on 'Motorcyclist
Accidents'

APROSYS

1/12/2009

DaCoTA

30/06/2012



Deliverable 1.2 Road
safety management

eSum

30/11/2010



D5.2 ACTION PACK
- ADDRESSING
URBAN PTW
ACCIDENT



Potential impacts for
improving PTW safety

PROMISING

1/01/2001

http://www.transport
research.info/Upload/Docume
nts/200310/promisingrep.pdf

ROSA

31/03/2011

no more website
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Deliverable 3



European Handbook
on Good Practices in
Safety for
Motorcyclists Epigraph:
ENFORCEMENT
POLICIES –



European Handbook
on Good Practices in
Safety for
Motorcyclists Epigraph: HUMAN
FACTOR –



European Handbook

on Good Practices in
Safety for
Motorcyclists Epigraph: TRAINING
SARTRE 1-4

SUPREME

1/06/2007
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SARTRE 3 Principal
results (p.197)



Sartre 4 - European
road users’ risk
perception and
mobility



Best Practices
Handbook

In an attempt to identify the gaps in research work, the project team structured the EU
research project around the motorcycle accident sequential approach differentiating between
pre-/post-crash activities, active/passive work, and user/infrastructure/vehicle/system focuses.
While the organisation can obviously be discussed, it highlights the lack of focus on PTW
safety critical events, the relationship between vehicle/users/infrastructure, and the related
measures needed. The reason for this is clear: the lack of appropriate data and knowledge
about conditions leading to accidents.

2.4. Key research priorities
Collecting the views and information of the various stakeholders involved into the areas of
work covered by the project was part of the key activities to have a better understanding of
priority actions. This collection of feedback and information took several forms:
•

a literature review from the main related policy documents: Annex 14

•

a questionnaire (Amplifying Questions) designed to survey the different categories of
stakeholders directly involved into the policy making (Member States, the European
Union, the Motorcycling Community representatives, EU stakeholders). Answers to
the questionnaire were collected either from phone interviews, written answers, or
face-to-face meetings and are summed up in the Annex 4/ annex 5/ annex 6/ annex 7;

•

inputs from project workshops: Annex 11/ annex 12/ annex 13

Following this structured approach, the project team worked at identifying priority areas for
EU action according to the different stakeholders.
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Stakeholders Safety Priorities – Research

With the objective of compiling a preliminary overview of the key safety aspects to be
considered in the PTW safety debate, and of project safety areas in particular, the project team
undertook a detailed comparison of the PTW safety policies of key PTW/road safety
stakeholders.
The table below summarizes the identified key safety aspects for each key stakeholder.
It should be noted that the documents were not written at the same time, with the result that
some of them are more up-to-date than others. For the complete overview of the PTW safety
policies and reference details, please refer to Annex 14.
D5 – Research

ETSC

PTW conspicuity improvement
Research programmes to include
dedicated PTW research work to
compensate the gap of knowledge with
the automotive sector
Behavioural research
Research on PTW dynamics &
interaction with road/traffic/rider
Passive Safety/Protective equipment
development
Develop/apply methods, tools,
indicators to measure PTWs in traffic
flow, analyse mobility and behaviour
(exposure data)
Improve understanding of fatal and
serious injury crash patterns and
causes
Need for operational research and
development
On content/effectiveness of training
(initial/post-licence)
On ITS capacity to prevent PTW
crashes, with particular focus on HMI
requirements and impact on riding
strategies)

Yes

Lillehm.

FEMA

EC

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

ACEM

ITF
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

2.5. Other stakeholders’ feedback (Annex 6, Annex 11, Annex 13, Annex 14):
As part of the data collection and validation processes, the project organized 3 forums, and
discussed the deliverable outcomes with pan-EU stakeholders. The memorandums of the
workshops can be read in Annexes 11, 12 and 13. Below is a compilation of interesting
comments made by participants and/or speakers in relation to research work and needs.


Stakeholders workshops’ comments

The RIDERSCAN project organized 3
stakeholder forums to discuss the
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various safety topics and the information collected. The memoranda of the workshops can be
read in Annexes 11, 12 and 13. Below is a compilation of interesting comments made by
participants and/or speakers in relation to research activities.
 On training, for one delegate, one of the most important aspects is training on the
road to cope with particular situations. Another is the gap between self-assessed
abilities and actual abilities gained through experience. If this gap can be closed, then
the under-estimation of a critical situation will be reduced. For this we need additional
ways of imparting the critical level to the rider so that he understands that his current
behaviour does not meet the requirements of the particular situation. The delegate
stressed that this had nothing to do with speed, but solely with experience, and
recommended that more research be done on the gap between self-assessment and
objective abilities.
 On data collection, delegates agreed that there was a need for further accident
research and in-depth accident study.
 On infrastructure, research needs to look at the development of more durable
roads/aggregates and the need for a clearer cost/benefit analysis, moving towards the
concept of self-explaining roads – an area where there is currently little research but
which could be promising.
 On Intelligent Transport Systems,
o According to ACEM, there are many developments regarding ITS features that
are unknown, and which we need to clarify through additional research, with
Horizon 2020 providing the right framework.
o According to Daniel Bell, Horizon 2020 can open up a lot of fields for research
into ITS and it would be interesting to compare these research projects between
different countries.
o According to GDV, further research is needed on the expected benefits of ITS,
and it is essential to develop a PTW-specific impact assessment methodology.
o ACEM is proposing research to define a standard for PTW eCalls, and is inviting
OEMs to participate in the Horizon 2020 call for projects on PTW safety. The
industry has also defined an eCall roadmap and is willing to research further
eCall triggering possibilities for PTWs within the framework of Horizon 2020,
with their mind on minimum technical requirements.
o For GDV, conventional accident data was insufficient to come up with suitable
designs for intelligent systems. The GDV representative stressed that new tools
were needed and that naturalistic riding was one of the tools in the toolbox. Other
necessary tools included simulator studies, in-depth accident research, all of
which needed to be put together. The delegate added that the wheel did not need
to be re-invented. Interesting research had already been done for cars and planes,
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and some issues were similar. The rider is still a human being, meaning that one
could learn from these other research studies.


Pan-EU stakeholders feedback

The RIDERSCAN project also collected the views of pan-European stakeholders whose work
relates to the safety area covered.
•

PROS project
 Looking at the PROS project, research in the area of motorcycle safety should be
done on active safety systems which can be either cooperative (based on ITS) or
non-cooperative. There is also a need to mitigate the consequences of accidents
through passive safety systems, which could be stand-alone on-board systems, or
combined systems (e.g. an air bag on clothing, triggered by a sensor on the bike).
There is also a need for further improvements to personal safety equipment.
Enhancing rider visibility was a further subject raised, as were dedicated HMI
solutions.

•

FERSI/BAST
 There is a lack of a PTW perspective, for example in ITS development. While one
talks about Car 2 Car communication, C2I communication, one never refers to
C2PTW, even though cars share large responsibility in PTW accidents.
 There are a lot of differences between countries on PTW behavioural knowledge
and MS differ in their focus on PTWs. What is clear is that, in European projects,
there is a major lack of behavioural knowledge on PTWs.
 Research focuses vary from one country to the next, and are dependent on each
country’s PTW mobility patterns.
 For an in-depth analysis, there are not many accidents analysed, and less again for
PTW. It is impossible from a legal perspective to exchange in-depth analysis data
due to data protection legislation, meaning that the only thing that can be
exchanged is aggregated data. Similarly, PTW use varies from country to country.
Moreover, for any efficient in-depth analysis, one has to focus on a single aspect:
behaviour or infrastructure or vehicle. So it is not possible to have one in-depth
analysis per country covering all PTW safety aspects.
 There is clearly room for improvement when it comes to data collection and data
exchange:
o Need to exchange more data
o Need for a harmonised data collection strategy as a basis for data exchange.
But this is currently difficult at EU level as CARE is quite recent.
o User perspective should be taken into account
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o Huge need to improve accident reports. For example, in Germany, with the
introduction of eBikes, there was a need to gain objective information on
accidents involving them. This took 4 years to achieve.
o The CADAS protocol could be contain more PTW data, but it needs to be
pre-formulated by someone from CARE.
 Road safety research should be based on interdisciplinary work covering all 3
pillars: human, infrastructure and vehicle.
 Stand-alone research work is meaningless if it is not, at some point, linked to road
safety targets and measures. Research needs to correspond to a country’s road
safety targets while any countermeasures implemented need to be based on
research outcomes. This is a necessary virtuous circle.
 We also need a broader approach to road safety, integrating it into an overall
societal approach. For example, we have no research on ageing populations and
their impact on motorcycling, even though this is far more important with regard to
ageing PTW riders than drivers. On the other hand, industry research focuses more
on technology, automotive systems, etc.
•

ACEM
 According to ACEM, further research should be done on ITS, and naturalistic
riding studies and in-depth accident studies should also be given priority at
national and European levels.

3. Deliverable conclusions
In its upcoming report on PTW safety due for release in 20153, the OECD/ITF states:
Additional research is needed to better understand current challenges related to PTW
mobility and safety problems. Operational research and development is needed to achieve a
traffic system which better integrates and protects PTWs in a cost efficient manner. A coordinated and concerted cooperation between a variety of disciplines (e.g. civil and
mechanical engineers, economists, educationalists, psychologists, transport planners, lawyers
etc.) is key to the development of a consistent set of measures to address real issues regarding
the safety of PTW riders

Today, research needs are so acute that what is needed is a strategic approach to PTW safety
research. With such a strategic plan, there is a high risk that public money will be spent on
already investigated areas, while forgetting critical fundamental aspects or other specific
research needs.

3

IMPROVED SAFETY FOR MOTORCYCLES, SCOOTERS AND MOPEDS © OECD 2015 (to be published)
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To this end, we need to start from the basic needs, as stated in the OECD/ITF Report on
Motorcycle Safety (2015, to be published), i.e. a safe system approach aimed at preventing
accidents and mitigating them when they happen.
With this in mind, Rijnaerts and van der Valk’s model4 is a very convenient model to base the
strategic approach on:

Looking at this model, the key research focuses are clear:
 to find ways of keeping riders (all types, all vehicles) outside the orange and red
phases, and find solutions to help them to remain in the green phase;
 train the rider to anticipate the orange and red phases;
 protect the rider and passenger when the red phase unfortunately happens

To this end:
Fundamental research is needed to define riding models and understand the related
risk patterns and the role of risk awareness and anticipation to avoid road
conflicts potentially leading to accidents;
o More in-depth investigations and naturalistic riding studies will allow a
better understanding of fatal and serious injury crash patterns and causes.
o Rider visibility and other perception problems deserve further study in
order to identify key contributing factors and effective countermeasures
Active safety work is needed as emergency manoeuvres, which take place in the
orange phase, should enable riders to reach a perfect emergency stop or –swerve.
In-depth accident data show that these manoeuvres are often poorly performed. The
model authors’ believe that there are 3 groups of causes for this failure:
o primitive reaction of fear which prevents riders from taking action; this
survival reflex takes command of the riders’ thinking and acting.
o the dynamic properties of our single track vehicle and its relation with the
surrounding environment;
o the level of vehicle control of the average PTW rider
Priority research action would therefore include
4

Safety Aspects of Powered Two Wheelers, Problems – Solutions - Van Der Valk, K., Rijnaerts, W.
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o the understanding and identification of PTW safety critical events
o which and how information is processed by the rider,
o identification of mental failures, in order to find appropriate measures to
address these risks
Passive safety work: once in the red phase, PTW riders suffer relatively severe
injuries or worse, because of the lack of passive safety features;
Priority research work should focus on developing passive systems which mitigate
the consequences of an accident
o Development and implementation of safety equipment adapted to countries
with hot weather
Finally, research work will require accurate exposure data, for which relevant methods, tools
and indicators need to be developed and used to measure PTWs in traffic flows and analyse
their mobility and behaviour
Research is a broad term encompassing a wide variety of needs. The report on Needs for
Policy Action will list in detail the various research items collected during the RIDERSCAN
project work.

With the preparation of the new Work Programme 2016-2017 under H2020, the
RIDERSCAN project team is confident that several of the key research activities could be
addressed and answered within a reasonable space of time to guarantee their PTW-safe
integration into tomorrow’s transport system.
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